Producing & Recording Services

Artist Development
Discover your “signature traits” as an artist which then
flows into all aspects of your work and representation:
songwriting, production, performance, print and web
media, social media, career projection and time lines.
The key here is what excites both YOU and your potential FAN BASE in your music and personality. In each 5
hour session, you will end up with a demo recording.
10 @ 1.25 hour sessions for $925
5 @ 1.25 hour sessions for $500
Individual sessions 1.25 hours - $100

Songwriting/Composition Coaching
Discover key aspects of popular music and how to
bend the rules to put your own stamp on your work
wether it’s for: radio, Web, TV/Film and live performance.
10 @ 1.25 hour sessions for $925
5 @ 1.25 hour sessions for $500
Individual sessions 1.25 hours - $100

1 Commercial Ready Track - $1200+
1 Demo Track - $600+
1 Vocal on Karaoke Track - $400+
1 Custom Cover Song - $600+
Album & EP Rates

Why Work with Me?

Typical full length tracks end up costing
around $1500/track depending on
elements including style/session players/
complexity/process etc.. However we will
create a process balanced between cost and
quality as best as possible. Please contact to
start the conversation.

I’m an extremely dedicated and passionate individual who truly cares about the people and
projects I work with. I carry the philosophy “a
rising tide raises all ships” where I aim for the
success for all that I’m involved with, and hope
that my own personal success will raise your
“ship” as well. I’m also in the know of some key
attributes of commercial success as some of my
achievements include.



All Prices are in Canadian Dollars



A variety of TV/Film placement including a
theme song for ABC Family show.





I’ve been involved in the commercial launch
of artist who have reached top 10 on ITunes

Some songs end up being a “co-write”
so creative splits may apply depending
on creative contribution - song credit is
divided into 50% Music and 50% Lyrics.



I help manage LA-based music library
(TZVIAH Music) where I help in pitching on a
variety of TV/Film/Video Game Syncs



Prices may change; so please contact.



Fees can be paid by cheque, cash,
etransfer, money order, paypal, square
however the responsibility of fees
is with the payee.



A contract will be presented upon hiring



A 12-hour cancellation policy in effect



All business starts with a free 20 minute
consult.



Fun and authenticity is a must!

Because I produce music for TV/Film, I have
learned to work extremely fast and efficiently,
while always creating a visual element to my
productions - my work translates very well to
video and live performance. I also adopt the
philosophy that if it’s not a 10/10, it’s a 2/10.
Meaning we always have to strive to achieve
near perfection in our music.

Fine Print

